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Tuition increase
to address needs
Officials set to release
budget to Board of
Trustees Friday

A higher unemployment rate, a
smaller average family income
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University to increase aid this
year, he said.
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Elections hit climax
Voting is smooth
as candidates prepare
for final push
■

by Matt Windman
Hatchet Staff Writer
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Top: Junior Anthony Heisler dances to attract support for his roommate and SA presidential candidate Adam Greenman. Below: SA
presidential candidate Graham Murphy talks to potential voters
outside of the Marvin Center Wednesday afternoon.

The first day of GW’s secondever online student election went
smoothly, election officials said,
despite snow and multiple campaign violations. Though some
students reported computer problems, Joint Election Committee
members said they are pleased
with the turnout thus far and said
they hope to announce winners
Thursday night.
Poll watchers said it generally
took students between one and
three minutes to vote and lines
appeared short at polling locations throughout the day.
The online voting process
requires students to log on to a
See SA, p. 15

Daleo implicated in fall scandal
by Alex Kingsbury
Metro Editor

On the eve of the student government elections, the Vice
President of Judicial and Legislative
Affairs has released a report implicating former Student Association
senator J.P. Blackford and incumbent Executive Vice President Eric
Daleo.
According to the report,
authored by VPJLA Justin Oshana,
Daleo and Blackford knew student
funds were being used to purchase
alcohol for a party and concealed
the purchase by mislabeling them
in an SA expense report.
“I was not aware this report
was going to be released,” Daleo
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NEWS
University cuts
administrative coordinator
position from housing staff

said, calling the report’s release “a
gross and absurd abuse” of the
VPJLA’s power.
Daleo, who is running for
reelection, declined to comment on
the specifics of the report, saying he
had not been given a copy and he
didn’t want to justify it with a
response. Blackford failed to return
multiple phone calls Wednesday for
comment on the report or his potential campaign.
Oshana said he released the
report to The Hatchet and SA
President
Phil
Robinson
Wednesday in an effort to prevent
Blackford from being elected to the
Senate as a write-in candidate.
The timing of the release, however, has raised questions both
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about the power of the VPJLA, the
investigative arm of the SA, and the
political motivations behind it.
According to the SA bylaws, the
VPJLA has nearly unlimited powers
to investigate members of the SA for
violating its rules.
Robinson, ultimately the only
check to the VPJLA’s office, was
also unavailable for comment.
The report presents the conclusions of the VPJLA’s investigation –
that Blackford falsified an expense
report for a $136 receipt from
Riverside Liquors and violated SA
bylaws that were grounds for
impeachment.
Witness testimony from former
See REPORT, p. 6

INSIDE
OPINIONS
SA candidates
avoid issues
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Junior Stewart Lupton signs a petition in Kogan Plaza Wednesday while
students protest GW’s expected tuition increase. See story, p. 15.
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ARTS
Corcoran features Venice
paintings, 1980s photos
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SPORTS
Baseball takes JMU,
readies for Virginia Tech

